An ode to the moment when the summer leaves begin to rustle, and the smell of fall signals the time to relax and recharge—this is Harper. It’s the freedom of a new season that rejoices the hues found in nature. Inspired by both the vibrancy of the freshness of youth, the Harper color palettes is finished with rich, gloss glazes of bohemian chic intensity. The premium-quality subway and demi-bullnose ceramic tiles are perfect for most interior wall applications. Harper affords a calm approach to design that is centered on creating moments of rest, allowing for retreat.

**USAGE**

- Bathroom Floor
  - Not applicable for Greyson, Ocean, Sandalwood
- Commercial Exterior & Interior Walls
  - Non freeze/thaw climate only
- Residential Exterior & Interior Walls
  - Non freeze/thaw climate only
- Shower Floor & Wall
High quality white body dry press bisque, finished with rich, gloss glazes.

MADE IN SPAIN.